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SJKC Confucion KL 

Intervensi 2 UPSR (2017) 

Year 6 English Language Evaluation Paper 2 (Writing) 

Time: 1 Hour 15 Minutes 

There are three sections in this paper: Section A, B and C. Answer all the questions in each section. 

For Section C, you can choose to answer Question 1 or Question 2. 

Section A (10 Marks) 

Read the poster below and use the information to complete the following text. 

 

Based on the poster, complete the text below with the correct information 

 Siberian tigers are the world’s largest cats. They are usually                                                       (1). 

The Siberian tigers are powerful hunters that                                                                                     (2). They 

are                                     (3) as they only eat meat. They are fearsome and they live alone. Siberian 

tigers are endangered species because they are       (4) and also for 

their body parts which are       (5). 
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Section B (15 marks) 

B (i) Read the flyer about a bookfair and answer the following question in the spaces provided. 

 

List three books that you would be interested to buy at the book fair. 

1)  _______________________________ 

2)  _______________________________ 

3)  _______________________________ 

(3 marks)  

 

B (ii) You read one of the above books that you bought at the bookfair. Write a letter to your friend 

telling him/her about your visit to the bookfair. State three reasons why he/she should visit the 

bookfair. Write your answer between 50 and 80 words. 
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Section C ( 25 marks) 

This section consists of two questions. Answer one question only. 

Question 1 

Write a story based on the picture below. You may use the words given to help you. Write your 

answer in the space provided. Write your story between 80 and 100 words. 

Begin your story with: 

 Betty saw a wallet by the roadside one day. She……  
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Question 2 

Write a story based on the pictures below. You may use the words given to help you. Write your 

answer in the space provided. Write your story between 80 and 100 words. 

 

  

study - habits - not - attention - 

talked 

examination - hard - parents - 

scolded - promise 

home - television - mobile phone - 

near - distracted 
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Answer 

Section A 

1. found in Russia 

2. travel may miles to find prey 

3. carnivores 

4. hunted as trophies 

5. used in traditional Chinese medicine 

 


